In a previous paper we have given a representation of continuous functions on streams, both discrete-valued functions, and functions between streams. the topology on streams is the 'Baire' topology induced by taking as a basic neighbourhood the set of streams that share a given finite prefix. We gave also a combinator on the representations of stream processing functions that reflects composition.
Introduction
Streams A stream of elements of a set A is a simple example of an "infinite object". An infinite object is an inhabitant of a final coalgebra, in this case for the functor (×A). Another example is ∞, in this case for the functor (+1). Infinite objects are non-wellfounded objects: in the case of (×A) there are no well-founded objects. For the set of streams of elements of A we write A ω , and for the set of finite lists of elements of A we write A * . The functor that takes a set A to the set of streams over A is the counterpart in the realm of final coalgebras of the set ω of natural numbers in the realm of initial algebras.
If the set A is given the discrete topology, then the product (or 'Baire') topology on A ω is generated by the following family of basic neighbourhoods: the sets of streams N (c) that share a given finite prefix c : A * . A finite sequence c : A * is also called a formal neighbourhood. In symbols, we interpret a formal neighbourhood c : With respect to the topology this induces (the product topology), a discrete-valued function f : A ω → B on streams is continuous if and only if it is everywhere locally constant, meaning that for all α ∈ A ω there exists a finite prefix c ∈ A * of α such that the image of f throughout N (c) is the singleton { f (α) }. As is well-known, any such function can be represented by a wellfounded tree: we can take the set of trees to be T A (B) ∆ = (µ X) B + X A . Such a tree is interpreted as a program that consumes finitely many successive values from a stream of A's, and terminates, yielding a value.
As for functions whose values themselves streams, continuity of such a function means that the inverse image of a value-neighbourhood is a union of argument-neighbourhoods. Any such function can be represented by a non-wellfounded tree pieced together from wellfounded trees: we can take the set of trees to be P A (B) = (ν X) B × T A (X). The tree can be interpreted as a program to produce an output stream and consume an input stream in such a way that each output is forthcoming after at most finitely many inputs have been consumed.
In a previous paper, we defined these representations, and proved it surjective (completeness). We also defined an operation on the representations of two continuous functions between streams that yields a representation of their composite.
Generalisation The subject of this paper is an extension of the representation to functions on final coalgebras for a broad class of endofunctors on the category Set, including besides the functor (×A), such functors as X → 1 + 2 × X + X 2 or X → n∈ω C n × X n for some stream of sets C. . These functors include the normal functors of Girard [Gir88] , but our representation does not (seem to) extend throughout the more general class of analytic functors ([Joy86a] , [Has02] ). The essential points are that the final coalgebra of the functor should be obtained as the projective limit of the ω-sequence 1 ← F (1) ← F 2 (1) ← . . . starting with a terminal object 1. In that case, the elements of the final coalgebra behave sufficiently like streams that one can topologise the final coalgebra much as in Baire space. (This not the case for a functor which maps a set to the set of finite subsets of that set.) One defines the set of formal neighbourhoods, the inclusion relation between formal neighbourhoods, and the covering relation between a formal neighbourhood and an open set. We then extend our representation for continuous functions on streams to continuous functions on final coalgebras.
For the neighbourhoods to represent 'finite information' in any straightforward sense, it seems necessary that the functor can be expressed as a signature for a single-sorted language of operations (perhaps countably many) that are of finite arity. In other words, that the functor be of the form (Σ s ∈ S) X P (s) for some family { P (s) } s∈S of finite sets. Such a functor is a prime example of a container in the sense of [AAG04] . We make heavy use of containers, and appeal to the results of [AAG03] , [AAG05] and [], primarily the closure of containers under various operations, such as constants, +, ×, ·, Σ, Π, and least and greatest fixed points. The container technology seems to be much cleaner than the alternative of working with power-series functors 1 .
Metatheory To write type-checked programs which implement continuous functions on final coalgebras of the kind we are considering requires, in general, a dependent type system 2 This means that types may be indexed by data. We also make use of initial algebras and final coalgebras for certain endofunctors on a category of families of sets indexed over a given set. Finally, we make use of a principle known as 'induction-recursion', which guarantees an initial algebra for certain endofunctors on a category of families of sets in which the index set is not fixed.
For the most part, our definitions and results can be established in a form of MartinLöf's type theory, with one universe, with inductive definitions amounting to an indexed version of the W-type. There are some exceptions:
• At some points, particularly those concerned with completeness, our results depend on classical logic, and strong forms of the axiom of choice. We regard these passages as partial justification for changing the definition of continuity (in certain cases) to a more intensional one, pivoting on an inductive definition (of covering).
• In connection with initial algebras and final coalgebras, most of the definitions can be made with only weakly initial algebras (all we have in Martin-Löf type theory 3 .) Completeness results about these definitions often require uniqueness of the universal arrow for an initial or final construction.
• The use we make of induction recursion is extremely weak, and must be in some sense eliminable. What we require is only a principle for forming a universe (a family of sets) closed under a slightly unusual form of Σ-quantifier. It seems likely that the finite ordinals can serve as such a universe.
Payoff of generalisation The ability to deal with broader classes of functors may turn out to have practical application. Many systems can be modelled by means of a network of components that communicate by constructing and accessing infinite structures that are in essence communication media or devices. Paradigm examples of such structures are streams (unbounded non-reordering buffers). However, communication by shared memory of various kinds is another important paradigm, and memory can often be modelled as a state machine, that is as an element of a final coalgebra for a functor describing the evolution of the machine. Also, one may be interested in modelling systems where the 1 In the power-series representation, we have to collect operators by the cardinality of their sets of argument places. This is for most purposes unnecessarily bureaucratic.
2 In some particular cases, such as X → A × X B , only polymorphic recursion is needed, such as is available in the programming language Haskell.
3 To require in Gödel's T that the natural numbers are a (strongly) initial algebra for the functor X → 1 + X would have disastrous consequences. See [OS99] .
components may fail to produce values. In such cases, one may need 'potentially infinitely delayed' entities (ν X) A + X, potentially finite streams (ν X) A + B × X, or other functors that involve coproducts in an essential way.
It seems that there are lessons to be learnt from this work for the design of formalisms and systems for developing dependently typed programs. It is not yet entirely clear what facilities for coinductive definition and reasoning such systems need to provide. Two points emerge from our work. It seems firstly that facilities for inductive-recursive definition may be needed in connection with coinductive structures: the neighbourhoods in coinductive types have an inductive-recursive construction. Secondly, inductive and coinductive definitions are sometimes nested within each other (as in (ν X) (µ Y ) B × X + Y A ). Dealing with recursive definitions in this situation needs careful analysis based on the universal properties of initial algebras and final coalgebras.
Provenance The basic idea for this analysis of continuity emerged from expositions ([Dum00], [TvD88] , [KT70] , [ML65] ) of Brouwer's notion of choice sequence and associated principles of continuity and Bar induction. There are many notions akin to choice sequence (lawless sequence for example), and the connection between streams and choicesequences is not entirely clear
4 . Yet the principle of Bar induction can clearly be used to model continuous functions on streams, and universal quantification over streams. In some sense, what we have done is broaden the scope of Bar induction, to admit other types of infinite object than streams. It is perhaps not entirely surprising that this can be done, as roughly speaking we can analyse these infinite objects into streams of their approximating neighbourhoods. A quite different extension was made by Spector, to bar-recursion on streams of objects of higher, non-discrete type.
Organisation The paper is putatively organised as follows.
• Initial and final coalgebras.
• Containers (S P ), plain and indexed, and a 'weighted' variety (S C P with coefficients C.
• Main features of the neighbourhood structure (S * , P * ) on final coalgebras of containers.
• Given a container (S, P ), definition (inductive) of the functor Bar S,P on families of sets indexed by neighbourhoods of elements of ν(S P ). This characterises the covering structure of neighbourhoods in the final coalgebra.
• section 3: complete representation of ν(S P ) ⇒ D, where D is a discrete set. Actually, we arrive at this via a more general result involving neighbourhood indexed families of sets This is in some sense the true result: in any case it is needed as an intermediate step.
• section 4: complete representation of ν(S P ) ⇒ ν(S P ). Again, we arrive at this through a more general result involving indexed families of sets.
• section 5: having obtained a representation of continuous transformations of infinite objects, we discuss the representation of composition of such continuous transformations.
• summary, further work, related work.
It is actually organised as follows. We use (µ X) F (X) = µF and (ν X) F (X) = νF to denote initial and final coalgebras for an endofunctor F , typically an endofunctor on the category of sets 5 .
Initial algebras. In general we use in for the structure map into the carrier of an initial algebra, and Thus in : F (µF ) → µF . Given a algebra C, γ : F C → C, let fold(C; γ), or simply f old(γ) denote the unique morphism δ : µF → C such that
Should such a morphism exist, though potentially more than one, then µF, in is merely weakly initial. We use in −1 for fold(F in), which is the inverse of in in the case of a (strongly) initial algebra..
Example:
We use and ( ) as constructors associated with
is a bifunctor, covariant in B, and contravariant in A. T A : Set → Set is the free monad over the functor ( ) A (alias (A →), known as the reader monad). T A is also known as the tree monad. We use Ret and Get for the constructors associated with T A . Thus
A more complex example, in a more complex category, is provided by the function Bar in section 2.8. In this case the category is that of sets over an index set S * , and the endofunctor is an example of an indexed container.
Final coalgebras. In general we use out for the structure map out of the carrier of a final or weakly final coalgebra. Thus out : νF → F (νF ), and out −1 : F (νF ) → νF . Given a coalgebra C, γ : C → F C, we use unfold (C; γ), or simply unfold (γ) (sometimes called coiteration of γ) to denote the unique morphism δ : C → νF such that
Should such a morphism exist, though potentially more than one, then νF, out is merely weakly final. We use out −1 for unfold (F out), which is the inverse of out in the case of a final coalgebra.
Example: streams A ω . We use hd and tl to access components of a stream. out = hd , tl :
is a bifunctor, covariant in B, and contravariant in A. For readability, we sometimes suppress notation for the isomorphism out : P A B ∼ = T A (B × P A B), and for its inverse.
Example: a more complex example in a more complex category is provided by the function Live in section 4. In this case the category is that of sets over an index set S * .
Terminal sequences and topology
To construct a weakly final coalgebra νF for an endofunctor F on a category with a terminal object 1, one commonly takes the limit of a certain inverse chain
The limit exists in a category such as Set: one takes the object part of the limit to be the set of α ∈ n∈ω F n (1) that satisfy the equations α n = F n (!)(α n+1 ), with the obvious projection morphisms.
For well behaved functors, the limit will be not only a weakly final coalgebra, but in fact a final coalgebra. In such a case, there is a natural topology on νF . This is in fact the topology induced by the rational-valued ultrametric distance |α − β| = 1/2 n where n is least such that α n = β n . We write α ∼ n β to mean that α and β lie within 1/2 n of each other.
However the topology is more enlighteningly described as that generated from a certain neighbourhood base.
The neighbourhoods are given by elements of n∈ω F n (1), Let s, t, s , . . . vary over neighbourhoods. Each neighbourhood s = n, x describes the set of points
The relation s s of inclusion between neighbourhoods is defined to be the transitive and reflexive closure of the relation between n + 1, x and n, F n (!)x . We then have that
An open set is given by a finite or countable set U of neighbourhoods. This represents the union of the downward closure of the neighbourhoods in U . To define the relation U ⊆ V of inclusion between open sets, we first define the special case s ⊆ V in which a neighbourhood is covered by an open set, and then extend it by defining U ⊆ V to mean that all neighbourhoods in U are covered by V . The covering relation is inductively generated from a function assigning to each neighbourhood s an indexed family of neighbourhoods { s i | i ∈ I(s) }, to be thought of as the possible immediate extensions of s.
Continuity
Generalise from streams Streams are endowed with a topology in which the neighbourhoods are given by finite sequences n : A * . Each such represents the predicate N (n) = { α | n = α(len(n)) } of streams sharing that prefix n. (We shall usually notationally suppress the distinction between n : A * and N (n) ⊆ A ω .) The relation α ∈ N (n) can be defined by recursion on list n.
A continuous discrete-valued function f on streams is one which is locally constant: that is, for any point α : A ω there is some neighbourhood of α throughout which f is constant.
Something similar goes on when we generalise from streams to final coalgebras.
Special cases of continuity
• A function f : νF → νF is a productive if it decreases the distance between streams:
For example, for each a : A, the functions (a ) : A ω ⇒ A ω , and non-trivial composites thereof are productive.
Containers: (S P )
Containers are representations of certain endo-functors on a category. The simplest example is the category of sets. Crudely speaking, such an endofunctor is one that can be written down with an expression in which the occurrences of the argument variable are all strictly positive. 'Strict' positivity rules out for example double negativity as in X → (X → 2) → 2, which has a rather dramatic effect on cardinals. For the notion of container used here, there is a further restriction on the expression, namely that it may not involve any non-trivial quotienting.
6
This description of containers is woefully syntactical, referring as it does to strict positivity of occurrences of variables in expressions, which is ultimately a grammatical notion. A more abstract definition of a container is that it is a normal functor in the sense of Girard [Gir88] . It preserves connected limits, and pullbacks with arbitrarily many legs. An analytic functor needs to preserve weak pullbacks. Look it up Girard [Gir88], Joyal [Joy86b] , Hasegawa [Has02] .
Some examples of functors which are analytic but not containers are the functors:
The finite powerset functor. X → 2 2 X 6 There is in fact an extended notion of container, which assigns to a shape s not only a set of positions P (s), but a sub-group of the group of permutations of P (s) [AAGM04] .
The first example involves non-trivial quotienting. Regarding the second example, though the expression 2 2 X is positive in X, it is not strictly positive. Although the functor which assigns to a set the set of finite sequences of elements of that set is a container, and the latter represent finite sets (modulo repeated elements and permutations), yet the finite power-set operator is not a (plain) container. (If there is quotienting, we cannot assume that the terminal sequence becomes an isomorphism at ω. As pointed out by [Wor99] , it may take ω + ω steps to reach a final coalgebra: while a weakly final coalgebra is obtained at stage ω, a further ω steps are may be required to whittle it down (by quotienting) to obtain a unique solution for the relevant diagram. This makes it difficult to put a topology on the final coalgebra.)
A (unary) container is given by 7 a set S whose elements s, S are conventionally called 'shapes', and a family of sets P : S → Set, giving the possible 'positions' p : P (s) within each shape s at which data may be accessed. As an alternative to the talk of shapes and positions, one may also think of s ∈ S as symbols for (untyped) multi-place operators, with each of which is associated a set of argument places.
The data S, P represents an endofunctor (S P ) as follows.
Some examples of containers are:
Here Fin(s) is the set of predecessors {0 · · · (s − 1)} ⊆ ω of a natural number s ∈ ω. X * is the set of finite sequences or lists of elements of X.
Container morphisms (which we do not need here) are representations of natural transformations between container functors. The category of containers and container morphisms is fully and faithfully embedded in the functor category Set Set by the mapping S, P → (S P ). This subcategory has a rich algebraic structure. [AAG05] , [AAG03] . It has 0 and +, 1 and ×, ·, Σ I (where I is a set), Π I , ∆ f (where f is a substitution), µ and ν, not to mention some linear logic connectives and most of the Newton-Leibnitz differential calculus. It is the basis for a extremely powerful theory of datastructures. Here we need only the fixed points, particularly in two forms.
The free-monad construction (inductive closure)
gives us the set of well-founded terms over a set X of given variables. The coinductive interior or co-free comonad construction
gives us the set of non-wellfounded terms with nodes labelled with an element of X. Sets of this form (or of the slightly different ν((S P ) · (X×))) are useful to model storage objects: more precisely the elements of these sets represent the content of a store. A ω in particular appears in the form Id
• A.
Weighted containers: (S
Examples of weighted containers are:
Note that we have various maps
Notions of power series are of two styles. In the first a X B(a) , which is 'cardinal-free', we may have several summands a, a with the same arity B(a) = B(a ). In the second n C(n) × X n , which is 'bureaucratic', or bean-counting, we collect together the arities by their cardinal number, and put all the information into the coefficient sets C(n). The notion of a weighted container is a compromise. The coefficients or weights allow us to track separately information in a shape which does not affect the position sets.
We will later on require the following lemma, which is a form of 'strength':
Lemma 2.1 If S : Set, P : S → Set, C : S → Set and F : Set → Set is a functor, there is a natural transformation t X : (
2.6 Finite neighbourhoods: (S * , P * )
We define an operator on families pf sets S, P (with S : Set and P : S → Set). We write the result of this operation (S * , P * ). The type of our operator is:
The elements of S * are intended to represent finite approximations to or neighbourhoods of points in ν(S P ). The elements of P * (s) are the locations at which the approximation s can be further refined. The definition of our operator is by induction-recursion. That is to say, it is an initial algebra for a certain endofunctor on set-indexed families of sets. The reason that this is an induction recursive definition of a family of sets, rather then a plain inductive definition, followed by a recursive definition of sets is that the second component of the operand family is used in the definition of the first component of the output family. For an explanation of the principles underlying induction recursion see the papers [DS06] [DS03] by Dybjer and Setzer and the references therein.
The constructors and their associated decoding functions are as follows:
One can also define S * , P * by using a universe closed under Σ and 1. First define F : ω → Fam(Set) by recursion into our universe. We write F (n) = S * (n), P * (n) .
and then S * = (Σ n ∈ ω) S * (n), P * n, s = P * (n, s). We think that the container of finite neighbourhoods is an interesting example of an inductive-recursive definition that arises 'in nature', albeit one that doesn't exploit the peculiar power of that definitional scheme.
Final coalgebras are a natural tool for modelling infinite objects. We think of an infinite object as exhausted by the finite information we can gather about it as it were in the course of an experiment. We want to capture the idea of finite information about a point in the final coalgebra ν(S P ), where finite means bounded in depth. The constraints are expressed as trees of bounded depth, that grow 'salami style' by forming a new layer of operators at known internal positions. Usually, trees are grown by constructing a root for a forest. The inductive-recursive definition allows us to define such a notion with the right computational behaviour.
Meals : ν(S P )
We use the term 'meal' for an element of the final coalgebra of a container, and usually use variables such as m, m over meals. The foodstuff a meal most resembles is perhaps broccoli, except that unlike normal brocolli, it may have infinitely long stems.
Meals are so called because (as we will see) they are 'eaten', as it were in mouthfuls, a slice at a time, when the representation of a continuous function is run on a meal.
The final coalgebra gives us the following destructors:
The elements of S * are formal neighbourhoods for points in M . We write m |= s to mean that s is a neighbourhood of m. If m |= s, we define m[ ] s : P * (s) → M . This gives a notion of location 'inside' m. 
(m |= s σ)
(ie for any p : P * (s), the symbol/shape in m at location p is σ(p)).
We can define a reflexive and transitive relation ( ) of inclusion between neighbourhoods, without quantification over M , so that s s ⇐⇒ (Π m : M ) m |= s → m |= s . This relation holds when s is a prefix of s .
The transformer Bar
If B : PS * and s : S * , then an element of Bar (B, s) is a program that implements (via the function eat below) a continuous function from M P * (s) to (Σ s ∈ S * ) B(s). But this representation (that is, the function which interprets the program) is best viewed as derived from a more general function, which deals simultaneously with the representation of continuous functions that take multiple arguments. This is the function eat below.
Just as T A is the free monad over the functor A , Bar is the free monad E * over a certain endofunctor E on the category of families of sets indexed over S * .
As a predicate, Bar (B, s) says of s that it is barred by B, ie in the convex hull of B. That is, any exhaustive sequence of successively finer approximations to m ∈ M such that m |= s inevitably 'enters the bar' 8 , ie contains an approximation s s such that B(s ).
Representation of continuous functions with discrete co-domain
Here fix a family of sets B : PS * , with the discrete topology.
The definition of eat is by the freeness of the monad E * = Bar . What we are doing is defining a natural transformation from the functor E to the following monad on the category of sets over S * :
This can be seen as a generalisation of the state monad B → Q → (B × Q) 'Untidy' eating throws away the residue:
Theorem 1 (Completeness of representation for discrete codomain) Given s : S * , and a function φ : M P * (s) → (Σ s : S * ) B(s) that is not representable by any t : Bar (B, s), we can 'construct' α : M with α |= s such that φ is not continuous at α[ ] s .
Proof Handwave.
8 no doubt to partake of an alcoholic refreshment 4 Representatives of continuous functions with general codomain.
If F : Set → Set, then s : S * , then an element of Live S,P (F, s) represents a continuous function from M P * (s) to νF . The representation function is called eat ∞ , defined as the universal arrow from an F -coalgebra γ with carrier (S * Live(F ) P * )(M )
See below
We construct the coalgebra γ using the lemma in section 2.1.
We are able 9 to show this representation is complete (for continuous functions) in the case that F is a container S P .
Composition
This section is blank, and is inserted for the sake of honesty.
6 Conclusion what we did We have defined a system of representations for continuous functions on final coalgebras that we conjecture is complete for endofunctors which are finitary containers. We have also defined a combinator on representations that represents composition of the represented functions.
how we did it This involved a careful analysis of the types involved using types indexed over a set of neighbourhoods for the final coalgebra of the container. The mathematical techniques involve working with indexed families of sets, using in particular a weak form of inductive-recursive definition to produce such sets. In particular, we analysed the fixed points involved into those that are initial and those that are final. The representation consists of nested fixed points of ν.µ, and illustrates a need for such mixed constructions to work properly in programming assistants based on some form of type theory.
further work Just as in the case of streams, our representations are not unique. It seems probable that one can define a equivalence relation between representations with exactly corresponds to extensional equality as functions on streams. We certainly want composition to be associative with respect to any such equivalence relation. In unpublished work, Altenkirch and others have examined forms of partiality monad that involve such quotienting constructions. It may be interesting to explore the use of final coalgebras for the extensions of indexed containers. These impose a form of sort-constraint on infinite terms (in which the indices are type identifiers). Our definition of composition has the smell of cut-elimination, except that no sort-structure is present. With a sort-structure, the source of this aroma can be investigated. There may be connections here with continuous cut-elimination and continuous normalisation and the repetition rule of Mints: see also [AJ02] .
related work There is an enormous amount of work pertaining to stream processing, which is the special case of our construction when the input and output functors have the form (A×) where A is a discrete set.
processing other infinite objects . It is striking that we now have an analysis of continuous functions on spaces of the form F ∞ B = (ν X) B × F (X), ie cofree comonad over F . These spaces, and other such as (ν X) F (B × X) are quite suitable for representing the states of tree-structured storage devices, such as file-systems or linearly-structured stores such as the tape of a Turing machine. Equipped with a cursor (a 'one-hole context' [MAM05] ) that navigates up and down the tree, one has an updatable store, that can be used for shared-memory communication. A storage device is a particularly well-behaved kind of state-machine, and indeed a state machine can be identified with an infinite object of a type such as (ν X) S × (P → X) = (P →)
• S (in the case of a Moore machine with output S and input P ). An alternative is (ν X) P S × X S = (S →)
• (S → P ) for a Mealy machine with input S and output P .
Another kind of infinite object that we can now model is (ν X) A + X, which has the connotation: maybe I'll give you a A, maybe I won't. When combined with a suitable account of 'hiding' the delaying constructors, this may help for modelling partial functions, and failure to produce output.
